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Venerable Neighbours, The Trees - Henrietta Koning
The most famous tree in Canada could
well be Winnipeg’s ‘Wolseley Elm’.
Planted in 1860 by a farmwoman, the city
of Winnipeg grew up around the elm tree,
which eventually found itself smack dab
in the middle of a road in the inner-city
neighbourhood of Wolseley.
City Hall wanted to chop the tree down, it
was a traffic hazard in their eyes.
Residents saw it as a calming device,
forcing traffic to slow down. The ongoing
battle to save the elm came to a head in
1957 when city workers arrived with their
chain saw to cut down the nuisance tree
only to be confronted by local housewives
and grandmothers, arms linked together,
News of the 'wild women of Winnipeg' travelled
hugging the giant elm; one of the
far. This photo of the women guarding the elm
grandmothers even brandished an axe.
tree as city workmen put up a ladder, appeared in
Life magazine, October 1957
The Wolseley Elm was saved but not for
long. It was declared dead in June of 1960,
a victim of vandals who blew up the famous tree.
Rosedale, too, has elm trees. Although not legendary like the Wolseley Elm, the lofty
elms that line 4A Street are iconic; in summer their leafy canopy arches over the
street which is considered one of the best ‘Historic Streetscapes’ in Calgary
according to Conservation Landscape Architect Michelle Reid, the Cultural
Landscape Lead for Calgary Parks. The ‘Historic Streetscapes’ make up part of
Calgary’s inventory of Historic Resources compiled by the Calgary Heritage
Authority. (Search for boulevard on this site:
http://www.calgary.ca/PDA/pd/Pages/Heritage-planning/Inventory-of-evaluatedhistoric-resources.aspx#DHCresult)
Reid says “4A Street is probably the most representational street of the City
Beautiful Movement that was very popular in the early development of North
America”. The movement was not just about urban beautification, she explains, but
it promoted the idea that “a well-ordered physical form would yield well-ordered
social structure.” In other words, design could change human behavior for the
better. An adherent of this movement says Reid, was Calgary Parks Superintendent
William Reader who during his tenure from 1913 to 1942, changed Calgary from a
prairie town to a city of orderly tree-lined boulevards with parks and playgrounds.
…continued on next page
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…continued from previous page.
The design Reader created for 4A street was a progression of Elm tree - Lilac shrub,
Elm tree - Lilac shrub all the way down the boulevard from Alexander Crescent to 16
Avenue NW.
Reader especially loved flowers says Reid, thus his affinity for lilacs. In 1932 he
planted just Lilac shrubs in the boulevard along Rosedale’s 7th Street, another Historic
Streetscape although much later, trees including oaks, which Reader never used in his
landscapes, were also planted.
Other Rosedale streets planned and designed by Reader which maintain enough
integrity to be inducted into Calgary’s ‘Historic Streetscapes’ are 5th street with its
massive cottonwood and 6A street where he planted Green Ash trees complemented
by Cotoneaster shrubs.
See more of Reader’s legacy at the rehabilitated 1.65 hectare Reader Rock Garden at
325-25 Avenue SE. Once a bare hillside, it bloomed into Reader’s test garden.

2017 Community Memberships

Rosedale's historic elm-lined 4A Street

2017 Community Memberships are available if you missed the community membership canvasser.

$25/ family $15/single or $5/senior household
Your membership fee supports so many valuable community initiatives that help make Rosedale a special place to live.
If you are participating in a community program, you need to have a membership. You can email marnie-jo@shaw.ca ,
drop off to 750 Crescent Rd, NW. or go to the Rosedale website: https://myrosedale.info/

Outdoor Rink Clean Up – Dave Guebert
Thank-you to the crew that took care of the rink this year. Their tireless work and dedication ensured we had another
great season for the outdoor rink. This year's crew included: Jeff Lailey, Geoff Plewes, Brian Foster, Sherilee Frew, Tim
Ryan, Gord Hobbins, Dave Lovsin, Keith Marshall, Dean Luciuk, Blair Anderson and Ted Samedeni.
Now it’s time to take down the boards and clean up the area for the upcoming soccer season. If the weather
cooperates, clean up is scheduled for Saturday, April 9 at 10 AM. All volunteers welcome. Please bring wireless drills.

Rosedale Tennis Club 2017 Season – David Patterson
The Rosedale Tennis Club 2017 season will begin in mid-April. Lights are installed on all three courts. Membership ($85
for a family with an RCA membership) and Junior Lessons sign-up can be done online: go to www.rosedaletennis.net.
The website has lots of additional information on social and competitive events.
The Spring Clean-Up has been scheduled for Saturday, April 8th (weather permitting, otherwise April 15th) at 9:30 AM.
Bring stepladders, gloves, rakes, brooms, garbage bags and help bring the courts back to life! There is a fair bit of work
to do setting-up windscreens & nets and cleaning the leaves off the courts; even an hour of your time is appreciated.
To officially kick-off the season, everyone is invited to our annual Opening Day Social, on Saturday, May 13th at 3:00 PM.
More details in the next newsletter.
The Junior Lessons Program begins Monday, May 2nd and runs until the end of June with an after school program
organized by age groups with a professional tennis coach. There is also a Junior Tennis Camp planned for the second
week of July. Check the website for details and for sign-up.
Once the nets are up in April, the Monday Night Drop-in Tennis will commence at 6pm; on a nice evening we usually
have 20 players at the courts, mixing-in newcomers of all levels as they arrive.
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Rosedale’s First Community Cleanup – Anne Thomson
Just in time for spring cleaning, Rosedale is hosting a City of Calgary
Community Cleanup event on April 30th from 9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m., in the
parking lot of the Rosedale school. Come early to avoid disappointment – the
trucks leave at 2:00 p.m. sharp, so we’ll have to send you away if there’s a
lineup at that time.
The City will supply packer trucks for waste and for organic materials. Leaves,
branches, plants, grass clippings and other yard waste (excluding sod) will be
accepted for composting. Yard waste must be separate from other items. We
will NOT be accepting tires, home appliances, paint, household chemicals,
propane tanks, microwaves, car batteries, home electronics, liquids, metals,
glass, or railroad ties. Check out the Green Calgary’s Reuse and Recycling
Guide at https://tinyurl.com/k5egeaw to find out what to do with these items.
We will set up a “free cycle” area, and we’ll accept things for this area until
noon. Come “shopping” for freebies. Everything must go before 2:00!
If you are interested in helping with the event, please contact Anne at
friendsofmchughbluff@gmail.com. Check myrosedale.info for details on what
will be accepted on April 30th. Consider helping someone who can’t transport
their garbage or compostables to the event; this is a great opportunity to
clean house!

East Side Newsletter Volunteers - Olwen Thomas
Rosedale is fortunate to have wonderful volunteers keeping the community
active and vibrant. Last month, the Reporter highlighted the west side crew
who deliver the newsletter each month. This month we are saluting the great
team delivering to the homes east of 7th Street with routes 15-29.

Rosedale Classified &
News
➢ Rosedale Bible Study, Mondays
at 2:30. All women are invited
even if you do not reside in
Rosedale. Phone Henrietta for
details, 587-586-1987
➢ Guitar Lessons from an
experienced guitarist at well
equipped Rosedale home music
studio. Beginner,
intermediate. All genres of music,
according to your interest and
ability. Can combine some singing
and playing if that is your
interest. Recording facility
available so you can see how you
sound – great way to learn. A
chance to use and develop your
talents, you’ll be glad you
did. Retirees more than welcome
(great activity) and any others
(young, teen, middle aged,
whomever). Don’t put it off any
longer, playing and further
developing yourself on the guitar
is exhilarating and a lot of fun!!
$40 per hour. Call John: 403-2840577.

Many have been doing their routes for years while others are more recent. For example, Mrs. Reid did route 23 for
about 30 years and when she retired last June, Heather Seabrook and Julie Borden quickly stepped up. Doug White,
Elizabeth Bandelow, Mrs. Davis, and Debra all have lengthy service as does Ruth Miller who cheerfully does 2 routes
each month. We also have deep commitment from Danielle Breezina, Lorie Johnson, Laurie LeMieux, Janice McLaren,
Tina Howell and Jane Hambly. As noted last month, many of the newsletter delivery folk also canvas their routes for the
annual community membership drive.
Routes 17 and 29 have had the brother and sister team of Annalise and Aiden Foster who began delivering under their
parents' supervision shortly after they started elementary school. They are now in grade 10 and very busy with their
many activities. The delivery service has come full circle as parents Lisa Morrison and Brian Foster are now on call
subbing in for their offspring! We value the work of our delivery volunteers and appreciate their efforts in getting the
Reporter delivered to you in a timely fashion each month.

They’ve Gone Platinum!

- Henrietta Koning

Take a look at your spouse. Now look again and imagine 70 years of non-stop living together. Whether blissful or
daunting thoughts run through one’s head, 70 years is a milestone most couples can’t even contemplate.
Except Rosedale residents Marilyn and Harold Kearl. This July they celebrate 70 years as husband and wife, their
platinum wedding anniversary. Undoubtedly the longest wed of any couples in Rosedale, they seem to be still the best
of friends, displaying a ready affection for each other.
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Harold, who turns 95 this year, grew up in Cardston, Alberta. Marilyn was born
in Raymond, just a half hour drive away. One of six children, all daughters, she
grew up on a farm and remembers summers raking hay with a team of horses.
After high school she attended the Saskatoon Business College which landed
her a job in Calgary as a secretary at the Wheat Pool. She was babysitting
Harold’s brother’s children when she met Harold, who had just come back
from the war where he served as a bomber pilot after joining the Royal
Canadian Air Force at age 19. They got married in 1947.
It was a bittersweet time says Marilyn. The war was over but not all their
friends who went to fight came back. Harold’s brother Eldon Kearl was one of
them. On January 27, 1944, a few days before Eldon’s 24th birthday, his bomber
Harold and Marilyn got married 70 years ago.
was reported missing during a night bombing raid over Berlin.
In those post-war days Harold recalls, there was a general desire to return to
normalcy, yet the impact of the war years are very visible today in their Rosedale
home where they’ve lived for 49 years. Memorabilia of the Air Force and photos of
airplanes and pilots are displayed on various walls and bookshelves, along with
photos of their five children and 23 grandchildren. Their basement has been turned
into a ‘museum’ showcasing not only all things air force, but also souvenirs of the
international trips they took after retirement. Despite all the reminders of the war,
Harold says we don’t dwell on the past. We believe the old proverb, “Live in the past
and lose; forget the past and lose”.
Congratulations to Marilyn and Harold Kearl, Rosedale’s veterans of matrimony!
Harold and Marilyn Kearl snuggle up
together on their 'Quilt of Valour', a gift
from quiltors who present handmade
quilts to honour past or present
members of Canada's Armed Forces.

Note: Calgary’s Military Museums have an exhibit called ‘Brothers in Arms’ that tells
the story of Harold’s search for brother Eldon’s grave in East Germany after the end
of World War Two. Eldon was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for service to
Canada and had a lake named after him in 1950 near Fort McMurray. Today this is
the site of the ‘Imperial Oil Kearl Oil Sands Project’.

Rosedale Affordable Housing Development Update – Donna Bertrand, City of Calgary
The City of Calgary is in the next phase of an affordable housing development in Rosedale for up to 16 new units on
eight City-owned properties. City Council approved the project budget in September 2016. The City is issuing a Request
for Proposals (RFP) seeking residential architects, and will set up workshops this spring for residents to share their design
ideas with the architects once the selection process is complete. The City will send workshop dates and times
electronically to residents who submitted their email address in previous engagement sessions. They will also post the
details on myRosedale.info, calgary.ca/Rosedale, through social media and on bold signs in the community.
“These workshops are an opportunity for residents to learn more about the design aspects of the project and to be part
of the development process,” said Susan Sanderson, The City’s Affordable Housing project manager leading the
Rosedale development. “We encourage all interested residents to participate in the workshops to discuss any design
concerns they may have and to share their ideas for the development,” Sanderson said. “And we’ll continue to provide
updates as the development progresses.”
Community engagement to date has focused on getting input from the neighbours closest to the properties as well as
the Community Association board. Sanderson has been a frequent presenter at the association’s monthly meetings since
March 2015. The City captured the early engagement process and participants’ input in a What We Heard report, and its
responses to Frequently Asked Questions. Both documents are available online at calgary.ca/Rosedale and
myRosedale.info. Once the design phase is complete, The City will move on to construction. Ownership of the
completed units will then transfer to Calgary Housing Company for occupancy, management and maintenance. More
information on affordable housing is available at calgary.ca/affordablehousing.
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Black Knot Fungus Alert - Cathie Dadge
Is your Mayday, Chokecherry or Lilac showing a black, tar-like, lumpy growth on its branches? It may be infected
with black knot fungus - a disease that affects Prunus family trees. The fungal
disease can be fatal, and if left unchecked, it will affect the health of your tree.
Symptoms: This fungal condition infects only Prunus species of plants - Schubert
and Mayday trees are common trees in Calgary that are fall in to this category. It
may be recognized by the clumpy-looking, black masses of abnormal growths on
the branches of your trees.
It is imperative that it be controlled in order to prolong the life of the tree and
keep the spreading to neighboring trees at bay. This disease reduces the aesthetic
value of affected specimens, as infections spread rapidly; high levels may result in the eventual death of the plant.
A tree that is half to three quarters diseased by black knot becomes a candidate for removal. Initially, a small,
olive-green gall or swelling will develop at a succulent growing point or fruit spur (as a result of spores landing and
infection taking place). This swelling will grow until it is mature after 2-3 years. The mature galls are hard, black, 10
to 15 cm (4 to 6 inches) and may be somewhat ruptured. Mature galls will produce and release a vast amount of
spores during the bloom period, resulting in a rapid increase in infections. The fungus continues to grow internally
and externally, with the branch eventually becoming girdled and dying.
What you can do: Black knot spreads very easily. If you notice, or are alerted by a neighbor that you may have
black knot, the following guidelines are essential to help stop the spread of the fungus:
• The fungus is transported by spores so the proper sanitization of pruning tools is very important to limit its

spread from plant to plant. Between each cut, sanitize your tools with a bleach-water solution (25% bleach,
75% water).
• The best time to prune is during late winter or early spring, as the fungus is dormant and the abnormal
“knotty” growths are easy to see. Avoid pruning in the blooming period when the fungus is active.
• Prune off infected branches 2-4 inches below each "knot”. DISEASED WOOD MUST BE DESTROYED
IMMEDIATELY (burned, buried or removed from site). Diseased knots can produce and release spores for up to
4 months after removal.
For the health of the tree, it is recommended that citizens educate themselves in proper pruning techniques or
hire the services of a certified arborist. Pruning leaves a wound, and correct pruning provides the tree with
optimal conditions for healing properly. For more information about black knot fungus, please visit
the Government of Alberta's website http://www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$department/deptdocs.nsf/all/faq7622.
Don’t forget to sign-up for free ReTree YYC workshops. All workshops run from 7:00pm to 8:30pm in the Beugin
Hall of the Rosedale community centre. For more info & to register: calgary.ca/CSPS/Parks/Pages/Programs/Treeplanting/Tree-Education-Programs.aspx
April 6th: Pruning & Disease 101 will cover what you need to know before ‘making the cut’ as well as
common tree diseases in Calgary, what they look like, and what treatments can be used.
April 13th: The Under Story program will help you achieve a lush and scenic garden around your trees.
Discover a variety of plant species that are guaranteed to beautify the space around and below your trees.
April 27th: Gardening with Trees & Shrubs in Mind will allow you to discover the variety of attractive and
hardy species available to revamp your home and garden.

Development Permits Committee – Laura Snowball
While the Rosedale development scene has been relatively quiet we are now seeing some construction sites under
way in our neighbourhood. Most of these developments were previously reported by us at the permit
application/approval stages.
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Recently, we have received information about two
Development Permit applications. The first is for a
discretionary permit to allow a rear addition to a house at
1332 – 7 Street. We did not receive any information from
the City planning department why they consider this to be a
discretionary application as opposed to a contextual one.
Based on our examination of the documents sent to us, the
proposal appears to be consistent with the Bylaw criteria.
We have notified all immediate neighbours of the site. The
second application only just received by us is for a proposed
two classroom modular addition to the southeast corner of
the existing Rosedale school. The proposal is that the two
existing modular units will be removed and replaced by a
larger unit in fundamentally the same location. The two
existing sheds will be moved to a location slightly east of
where they are now.
We are also aware of an appeal that is being brought
forward to the Subdivision Development Appeal Board
(SDAB) by a neighbour to a development approved by the
City as a discretionary development. That appeal will be
held towards the end of March and the outcome may be
reported in the next issue of the Reporter.

Letters from Readers: The Rosedale Reporter

City of Calgary: What’s happening

More info

Keep your kids’ active, engaged and learning
this summer - register now for summer day
camps. Arts, golf, swim, sport, sailing and
much more.

Calgary.ca/
Recreation/
Programs

Thinking about an outdoor home improvement
project this spring or summer? Before you pay
for materials, hire a contractor or do it
yourself, let The City guide you on the
permitting and inspections process.

Calgary.ca/
MyHome

Free Golf? You bet – join us at McCall Par 3
Golf Course on Mother’s Day for FREE golf for
the entire family with a suggested cash
donation to our ‘Kids on Course’ program for
economically disadvantaged youth and
families.

Calgary.ca/
Golf

Compost your spring yard waste for free
at City landfills from April 7 – May 28.

Calgary.ca/
YardWaste

Neighbour Day (June 17) is an opportunity
for neighbours to come together to
celebrate our strong community spirit.

Calgary.ca/
Neighbour
Day

Green carts are coming soon for all your food,
yard waste and pet waste. Visit
calgary.ca/greencart to find out when they’re
coming to your community.

Calgary.ca/
GreenCart

appreciates getting feedback from its readers.
Rink Moms: “In the March 2017 edition of the paper, I noticed under the first bullet of “Did you know” column that
you highlighted the wonderful work done by the “Rink Dads" in their volunteer efforts in keeping the hockey ice in
great shape. As we live very close to the ice…we couldn’t help but notice that one of the most prolific volunteers on
the ice using the machinery is in fact a “mom” rather than a dad. (Specifically, Sherilee Frew but expect there are
other moms as well). We just didn't want her efforts to go unnoticed and expect that it was an inadvertent
oversight on the paper’s part.”
The Rosedale Reporter contacted Sherilee to acknowledge her community labours but she very modestly replied,
“…please don't worry about it! I am just happy to help out, especially since we have two hockey crazy boys who get
some serious use out of the rink!” To Sherilee and all the other Rink Moms, a round of applause!
Alexander or Alexandre or Alexandra? “The last newsletter had some history, however I do have a question. I
noticed at the corner of 6A St. and Alexander Crescent, the sidewalk bears the name Alexandre. Was it initially
named that and why the change? Or did the sidewalk workers not know how to spell?”
The Rosedale Reporter went to myrosedale.info, which claims that Alexander Street was likely named in the 1880s
after the son of the merchant who purchased the land where Rosedale now
stands. Regarding the spelling, we discovered that there are ‘sidewalk surfing
hobbyists’ obsessed with preserving sidewalk inscriptions. A Calgary Herald
article of July 26, 2002, titled “Old Sidewalks tell Tales about Calgary”,
mentions that in Rosedale “there's a crescent named Alexandra or Alexander,
depending on where you look. Peyto [a sidewalk surfer] has found 11
This misspelling occurred at Alexander Cres and
inscriptions for the crescent -- six of them say Alexander, five say Alexandra.
6th St NW, circa 1930, but has since disappeared
The 1914 city directory lists an Alexander Crescent and makes no mention of
due to construction. At 6A St, you'll find it spelled
correctly on one side and incorrectly on the
Alexandra. In the 1930 directory, it's Alexandra Crescent with no Alexander,
other. (Photo: Rosedale Walking Tour by Kate
and in 1988, it's back to Alexander, which is what today's street signs read.”
Reeves)
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Downtown Economic Summit – City Councillor Druh Farrell
I have witnessed many boom and bust cycles over the years in Calgary. Each time, we wait out the downturn and carry
on with business as usual. Although there are positive signs of recovery, this recession is different. Rather than a regular
downturn in the business cycle that will fix itself, financial experts agree Calgary is experiencing a ‘structural recession’.
This more serious type of recession exposes the risks of relying heavily on a single industry. We cannot treat a structural
recession with tools meant for a cyclical one. In other words, we cannot wait this one out.
Evidence of the downturn is obvious in all areas of Calgary, but particularly in the downtown core. Downtown
historically generated around 40% of The City’s non-residential tax revenue and 25% of City-wide employment. With
record vacancy rates and declining property values in the downtown, 2016 saw a sharp decline in property tax, parking,
and transit revenues. Because Calgary’s economic health is heavily reliant on the health of our downtown, this resulted
in a dramatic tax burden shift to businesses outside the core.
Having been a small business owner for 17 years, and the manager of the Kensington Business Revitalization Zone, I
understand the challenges businesses face. That is why I supported $45 million in one-time relief for businesses
experiencing large increases in property taxes. While The City is able to afford short-term assistance, we need long-term
solutions to address the root cause of the tax shift – a struggling downtown core. Businesses across Calgary, both small
and large, depend on a strong downtown.
Calgary’s downtown worked well for 1980, but will it work for 2025 and beyond? The problem is complex with no easy
solutions. Earlier this year, Council supported my motion to host a Downtown Economic Summit to bring together the
best minds to create recommendations for a more resilient, creative, and diversified downtown. Work from the private
sector, social organisations, and all three orders of government is required to fundamentally shift the downtown
economy and emerge from the recession better than ever. All is not doom and gloom. We have a tremendous
opportunity to create conditions for businesses to thrive and to get Calgarians back to work.

New Planning & Development Map is here!
The City has launched a new user-friendly, online mapping tool to allow citizens to comment on and follow
redesignation applications: Calgary.ca/developmentmap. What’s New?
•Social media sharing
•Multiple search options

•File status tracker
•Plain language descriptions

•Direct comments and feedback
•Online and mobile access

Users can follow the progress of redesignation applications from submission through decision by City Council. The site
includes plain language descriptions of redesignation applications and users can submit comments to City Planners and
Council online. Applications can be searched by file number, address, community or ward. Layers can also be added or
removed so that citizens can see the borders of their community and ward.

CALL Events: Here’s what is happening in the Rosedale Hall in April 2017. All events take place in the Rosedale
Community Hall and are free for Rosedale residents. There are also Speaker Series on different subject areas and some
small interest groups. Check the CALL website for more
info: http://calgarylifelonglearners.ca
Science and Environment Speaker Series: Wednesday, April
5th, 7:30 – 9:00 pm Artificial Intelligence (and Games) Jonathan Schaeffer, Professor of Computing Science at the
University of Alberta
In McKinsey & Company’s Disruptive
Technology, technologies containing artificial intelligence
(AI) are expected to create tens of trillions of dollars in
economic impact by the year 2025. Similarly, Gartner, Inc.
lists machine learning (a subset of AI) as one of the top 10
strategic technology trends for 2017. Yet another
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technology fad? Perhaps, but it is hard to imagine any industry that won’t be affected by software applications with
“smart” capabilities. In this talk we present a gentle introduction to artificial intelligence, its past successes, current
efforts, and future impact.
CALL Café: Monday, April 10th, 1 – 3 pm Panel Discussion: Getting to Know our cSpace Neighbours
Representatives from four groups who are among fellow tenants at cSpace will tell us about the major goals and activities of
their organizations and discuss ways that we can begin to work together to create a collaborative community.

Treks and Travels: Wednesday, April 19th, 7:30 – 9:00 pm China's Elders: Common People in Uncommon Times: Reg
Brehaut recently spent nearly a year in China interviewing elders about their childhood during the tumultuous times of
1930 to 1990. On this trip, he travelled from the far north-east of China to the extreme south, visiting cities, towns and
villages. With the help of many of his former students and many new friends, he was able to collect over 50 interviews
of China’s elders recording, in their own words, what life was like for them when they were growing up.
Health and Wellness Speaker Series: Tuesday, April 25th, 1-3 pm The Age of Love comes to CALL –Seeking Love After 70
The Age of Love, a ground-breaking documentary offering a funny and poignant look into the search for love by older
generations is being presented at CALL for the Health and Wellness Speaker’s Series. The screening will be followed by a
discussion. The film follows the humorous and poignant
adventures of thirty Rochester NY seniors who sign up
Rosedale Community Association Volunteer Board
for a first-of-its-kind speed dating event for 70-90 year
President: Matthew Armstrong,
olds. Fearlessly candid about their needs and desires,
Matthew.armstrong.ma@gmail.com
these WWII babies soon discover how the search for
Vice-President: Angela Kokott, akokott@shaw.ca; and
love changes-or doesn’t change-from first love to the
Tyler Hallman, tylerhallman@hotmail.com
far reaches of love. To view the trailer, please visit the
Co-Treasurers: Dave and Deb Guebert,
film’s website at: theageoflovemovie.com
treasurer@myrosedale.info
Latin American Issues Speaker Series: Tuesday, April
th
Secretary: Cindy Fyvie, cindyfyvie@gmail.com
18 , 1:30 – 3:00 pm The State of Democracy in Latin
Development Permits: Bob Moir, 403-289-1348
America: Lessons for the North - LARC Director Pablo
Hall Rental: Donna Anderson bdccanderson@shaw.ca
Policzer is an Associate Professor of Political Science at
Hall Maintenance: Bill Wood, 403-862-0077
the University of Calgary. His research focuses on the
Hall Events Coordinator: John Tatlow, 284-0577
evolution of violent conflict - especially among armed
Membership: Marnie Worbets, 282-6921
actors such as militaries, police forces, and non-state
armed groups - in authoritarian and democratic
Newsletter: Jennifer Edwards, Dawn Lewis, Henrietta
regimes.
Koning. rosedale.reporter@gmail.com
RCA Life Cycle: David Paterson, 289-5677
The Latin American Issues Speaker Series will resume in
Rink: Dave Guebert
the Fall.
Tennis: David Paterson
Traffic: Iain Campbell, icampbell@wkfamilylawyers.com
C.A.L.L.: Carol Gerein, 282-0672
Directors at Large: Jan Hammerlindl, Cathie Dadge
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